A detailed comparison of local-spin-density (LSD), Xa (exchange-only), and Hartree-Fock calculations with experimental data shows that errors in density-functional calculations using the LSD approximation often arise from an unsatisfactory description of the exchange energy. The exchange energy depends sensitively on the angular characteristics and nodal structure of the orbitals, and these features are not properly incorporated into local-density calculations. Examples of the consequences are provided by errors in the sp and sd transfer energies in first-row and 3d atoms, respectively, since LSD calculations do not distinguish properly between s, p, and d electrons. We identify the main sources of error in these cases. For atoms and small molecules, we show that there is a "natural" occupancy of orbitals for which local-density approximations give a satisfactory description of the exchange energy. For other occupancies the relative errors are usually large. The consequences for extended systems and for the development of nonlocal functions are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
E",[n"n, ]=E"= -2ct f drn(r)c, " [n,(r) , n, (r)] = --,aC f drI[n, (r)] r +[n, (r) ] i I, (1. 2) where e"(n"n, ) is the exchange energy per electron and C=3(3/4m. )'~. The prefactor 3a/2 has historical origins and in the present work we consider only the value ct= -, ', i.e. , the special case of Eq. (1.1) where correlation effects have been neglected.
The density-functional formalism'
shows that ground-state properties of a system of interacting electrons can be expressed as functionals of the density n(r).
In the case of the total energy E, an analogy with a fictitious system of noninteracting particles allows the problem to be reduced formally to the self-consistent solution of an independent particle wave equation. Exchange and correlation effects are described by a functional of the density E", [n] . Although it is generally assumed that an exact functional exists, most calculations rely on approximations where E", depends on the density in a simple way. The reduction of the many-particle problem to the solution of single-particle equations has obvious numerical advantages, but the reliability of these approximations remains a central question.
In spin-polarized systems it is common to describe E"
by the local-spin-density (I.SD) approximation, E", = f dr n (r)e", [n, (r) , n, (r)], (1.1) where e", [n"n, ] is the exchange-correlation energy per electron of a homogeneous electron gas with spin densities n, and n, . The Xa approximation has also been widely used,
The LSD and Xa approximations have been applied to a wide range of problems in solid-state and molecular physics, with remarkably good results for ground-state geometries and vibration frequencies.
In the case of total-energy differences, however, approximations (1.1) and (1.2) can lead to significant discrepancies from each other and from experiment. In atoms and ions, for example, local-density approximations underestimate the energy required to transfer an s electron to a d shell, and sp transfer energies if the p shell is more than half-full.
The binding energies in sp-bonded molecules are usually overestimated by both LSD and Xu calculations, " ' but there are substantial differences between the two approximations if molecule information involves spin flips, e.g. , in C2 and N2. Furthermore, the overestimates obtained using the LSD approximation are greater for bonds involving atoms with more than half-filled shells. Examples are 02 and 03, where bond strengths are -2 eV greater than experimental values, ' compared with overestimates -1 eV in C2 and C3. ' Calculated cohesive energies in solids involving sp and sd bonds also exceed the measured values. ' It is natural to speculate that these deficiencies might be related, ' and that a detailed understanding of the errors in atoms and molecules would lead to estimates of errors in extended systems and to improved approximations.
An aim of this paper is then to identify sources of the discrepancies between I.SD results and experiment for small systems.
In a study of the multiplet structure of atoms and ions, Wood' Harrison. ' XP;(r)P, (r)P;(r')P, (v') .
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III. FIRST-ROW ATOMS AND IONS
A. sp transfer energies
The sp transfer energy of fluorine has been discussed above. In general, we calculate the energy differences 20-
in the neutral atoms, and (3.1)
10-
for the ions. These transitions are illustrated in Fig. 3 
In the ionization of 80 and 9F, a spin-down p electron is removed and the corresponding difference is E";", (N =m 4) E";", (N -=m --5) .
(3.7)
The discussion in Sec. II shows that we may expect the Xa approximation to describe both (3.6) and (3.7) well, confirmation for which is found in Fig. 5 The change in the interelectronic exchange energy is b E";", (n) =E";", (3s, 3p, 3d", +') E";", (3s, 3p, -3d", ) (4.6) (4.7) E";", (3d, ) . -' The prefactors of 6 for the Xa and HF approximations as a function of n are shown in Table I . The deviations increase with increasing n and are slightly larger than those in Fig. 2(b Fig. 9 . In the X"+ state, the limiting behavior of the 20. "
orbital is a 3p function with two additional nodal surfaces. For the orbitals used here, they lie in the valence region and lead to an appreciable reduction in the 2s-3p exchange integrals (see Fig. 9 ). For large values of R, the nodal surfaces are close to the nuclei and influence the exchange energy little. The zero separation limit of the b, " orbitals are Zp and 3d functions with the same azimuthal behavior, and the exchange energy is weaker than the 2s-Zp interaction. Finally, the behavior of the 311& and 3Xg states for small separations is consistent with the substantially larger errors in these cases. The exchange interactions reduce to s-d and p-p interactions, respectively, and Fig. 2(b) shows that large errors are to be expected.
D. Bonding trends in first-row molecules
The above discussion has shown the value of comparing energy differences calculated by different methods. As the number of electrons and the complexity of the calculations increases, however, the quantity and quality of the available data are often insufficient for this purpose. The LSD approximation overestimates bond strengths in first-row molecules, but by amounts which show pronounced changes with increasing atomic number. We study these effects here, using additional information from Xu and HF calculations where available and ap-
propriate.
In Table IV In the molecules Bz to Fz, the Zs atomic orbitals form a closed-shell 2crg20sZcr"'Zcr"' configuration. The discussion in Sec. VB indicates that the local-density description of exchange will overestimate the stability of the resulting bond. The effect varies with the localization of the atomic functions and the bond length. The Zp orbitals give rise to more pronounced changes in bonding trends. The results of Table IV show that the overestimate of the well depth is particularly large in 02 and Fz, in the latter case being comparable to the well depth itself. The difference between the results for atoms with Zp shells which are more or less than half-full is most clearly shown by comparing the Xs states of C2 and 02. The atomic ground states also have the same symmetry ( P) and, as far as the f;((:", 0") b, E"=E, (rrs, rrs) E"(rr",rr")+E"(rrs, 3os -) E"(rr",3os ) +E"(mrs, -2o ") E"(rr",2crs )-+E"(rrs,2og ) E"(rr",2crs ) .
-(5.4) 
E. Small polyatomic molecules
There are relatively few density-functional calculations on small molecules with more than two atoms. The tendency to overestimate bond strengths is also present in these cases and we discuss this with particular reference to C3 (Ref. 14) and 03 (Ref. 13) . In C3 as in C2, LSD calculations overestimate the well depth by -1 eV, whereas in 03 (and 02) the error is much greater (-2 eV) . This difference can again be correlated with the difference in the nodal structures of the molecular orbitals.
In Fig. 11 Fig. 12(a) 
